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1. Scottish Government Medium-Term Financial Strategy: The Committee will 

take evidence from— 
 

Derek Mackay, Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Economy and Fair Work, 
Lucy O'Carroll, Director of Tax, and Daniel Hinze, Deputy Director, Fiscal 
Sustainability Division, Scottish Government. 
 

2. Funding of EU Structural Fund Priorities in Scotland, post-Brexit: The 
Committee will take evidence in a roundtable format from— 

 
Kate Still, Director, Princes' Trust on behalf of the Young People's 
Consortium; 
 
Ruchir Shah, Head of Policy, SCVO; 
 
Ross Johnston, Deputy Director (Sustainable Development), Scottish 
Natural Heritage; 
 
Nora Uhrig, Senior Associate - Programmes Scotland, Equality and 
Human Rights Commission; 
 
Dugald Craig, Chief Executive, Colleges Partnership; 
 
Susan Love, Policy Manager, Federation of Small Business. 
 

3. Additional Dwelling Supplement: The Committee will take evidence from— 
 

Kate Forbes, Minister for Public Finance and Digital Economy, Ewan 
Cameron-Nielsen, Team Leader Devolved Taxes, and John St Clair, 
Senior Principal Legal Officer, Scottish Government. 
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 Finance and Constitution Committee 

14th Meeting, 2019 (Session 5), Wednesday 12 June, 2019 

Scottish Government Medium- Term Financial Strategy 

Introduction 

1. On 30 May, the Scottish Government published its Medium Term Financial 
Strategy (MTFS)1. This is the second MTFS published by the Scottish Government 
following the recommendations of the Budget Process Review Group.

2. The MTFS was informed by the Scottish Fiscal Commission’s (SFC’s) May 
economic and fiscal forecasts which were also published on the 30 May. The 
Committee took evidence from the SFC on these forecasts at its meeting on 5 June. 
The transcript from that meeting can be found on the website2.

3. Alongside the main report, the Scottish Government have produced a technical 
Note3 and MTFS4 and Fiscal Framework Outturn Report data5.

Next steps

4. The Committee will hear from the Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Economy and 
Fair Work at its meeting on 12 June 2019.

Committee clerks 

June 2019 

1
 https://www.gov.scot/publications/scotlands-fiscal-outlook-scottish-governments-medium-term-

financial-strategy-2019/ 
2
 https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/Finance-Constitution-

Committee.aspx 
3
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/publication/2019/05/scotlands

-fiscal-outlook-scottish-governments-medium-term-financial-strategy-2019/documents/fiscal-
framework-technical-note/fiscal-framework-technical-note/govscot%3Adocument/fiscal-framework-
technical-note.pdf
4
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/publication/2019/05/scotlands

-fiscal-outlook-scottish-governments-medium-term-financial-strategy-2019/documents/mtfs-2019-
chart-data/mtfs-2019-chart-data/govscot%3Adocument/mtfs-2019-chart-data.xlsx
5
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/publication/2019/05/scotlands

-fiscal-outlook-scottish-governments-medium-term-financial-strategy-2019/documents/fiscal-
framework-outturn-report-data-annex/fiscal-framework-outturn-report-data-
annex/govscot%3Adocument/fiscal-framework-outturn-report-data-annex.xlsx
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Finance and Constitution Committee 
 

14th Meeting, 2019 (Session 5), Wednesday 12 June 2019 
 

Funding of EU Structural Fund Priorities in Scotland, post-Brexit: 
Roundtable Discussion 

 
Introduction  
 
1. The purpose of this paper is to provide background information in 
relation to the Committee’s inquiry into the Funding of EU Structural Fund 
Priorities in Scotland, post-Brexit.    
 
Background  
 
2. European structural funding supports economic development across all 
EU countries and is intended to promote smart, sustainable and inclusive 
growth. In Scotland, the structural funds are composed of two similar sized 
funds: the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the European 
Social Fund (ESF). Scotland has been allocated a maximum of €476 million 
from the ERDF and €465 million from the ESF for the period from 2014 to 
2020.  
 
3. The allocation of structural funds is based on an EU-wide formula that 
defines three categories of regions by GDP per capita. Depending on the 
categorisation, the formula used to calculate regional allocations differs. For 
the region categories found in Scotland (‘more developed’ and ‘transition’) the 
formula is based on population, employment levels, education indicators, 
GDP and rurality.  
 
4. LEADER funding is also included within the terms of the inquiry as, 
although it is not funded through structural funds, it seeks to achieve similar 
outcomes to those of structural funding.  
 
5. In a post-Brexit environment, the extent to which the UK would 
continue to participate in EU funding streams or what would replace such 
funding streams remains to be agreed. To date the UK Government has 
proposed that it will replace European structural funding with a UK Shared 
Prosperity Fund (UKSPF) which will "respect the devolution settlement" and 
will be aimed at reducing inequalities between communities across the UK.  

 
Written Evidence, Research and Previous Committee Work 
 
Written Evidence 
6. The Committee launched a call for written evidence in February 2019 
in response to which 50 submissions were received. Submissions received 
from participants in today’s roundtable discussion are attached as an annexe. 
All written submissions can be found on the Committee’s website along with a 
summary of written evidence. 
 

https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/111232.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Finance/Inquiries/SummaryEvidence.pdf
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Engagement Workshops 
7. Members of the Committee recently held workshop discussions in 
Dunfermline, Inverness and Paisley with representatives of organisations with 
experience of working with structural funds. Summaries of the key points 
raised during these discussions will be published in advance of the meeting 
and one Member from each workshop will be invited to provide a brief 
overview of key points raised at the start of the roundtable discussion. 
Members will also have the opportunity to raise any questions arising from the 
workshop during the discussion. 
 
SPICe Briefing 
8. In September 2018 SPICe produced a briefing paper on European 
Union funding in Scotland in which they set out— 
 

 How EU funding currently works, and how much comes to Scotland.  

 Scotland's net contribution to the EU budget. 

 Options to replace EU funding programmes or continue to participate in 
them. 

 
Previous Committee Work  
9. The Committee previously took evidence on the funding of European 
Union competences whilst the Economy, Energy and Fair Work Committee 
(EEFWC) previously undertook an inquiry into Structural Funds. The EEFWC 
then wrote to the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for the Department 
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy and the Minister for Trade, 
Investment and Innovation setting out its recommendations on the design of 
the UK Shared Prosperity Fund including its guiding principles, funding, timing 
and transition, and institutional arrangements.  
 
Suggested Discussion Areas 
 
10. Members may wish to explore the following themes during the 
roundtable discussion— 
 

1. Allocation of Funding – On what basis and by whom should funding 
be allocated across Scotland and what should the criteria be for 
making these decisions? 
 

2. Process and administration – What improvements can be made to 
the current application process and why? What would be the 
appropriate level of monitoring and accountability for funding provided 
and what lessons can be learned from audit and compliance 
arrangements under the current system? 

 
3. Outcomes – What degree of flexibility in design, approach and delivery 

of funding is needed to maximise the successful delivery of positive 
outcomes across Scotland and why?  
 

Next steps   
 

https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2018/9/28/European-Union-funding-in-Scotland/SB%2018-61.pdf
https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2018/9/28/European-Union-funding-in-Scotland/SB%2018-61.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/107946.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/107946.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/107784.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/107784.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_EconomyJobsFairWork/Inquiries/Letter_to_Lord_Henley_and_Final_ESIF_findings.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_EconomyJobsFairWork/Inquiries/Letter_to_Lord_Henley_and_Final_ESIF_findings.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_EconomyJobsFairWork/Inquiries/Letter_to_Minister_and_Final_ESIF_findings.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_EconomyJobsFairWork/Inquiries/Letter_to_Minister_and_Final_ESIF_findings.pdf
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11.  The Committee will hold a further roundtable discussion at its next 
meeting and will take evidence from the Minister for Trade, Investment and 
Innovation at a future meeting. 
 

 
Committee Clerks 

June 2019 
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FINANCE AND CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE  
FUNDING OF EU STRUCTURAL FUND PRIORITIES IN SCOTLAND, POST-BREXIT

SUBMISSION FROM THE PRINCE'S TRUST REPRESENTING THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S 
CONSORTIUM

Introduction 
The Prince’s Trust, Barnardo’s and Action for Children are Scotland’s leading Children and Youth 
focussed charities with full national reach and a strong track record of achieving and 
improving employability and skills outcomes for disadvantaged young people in Scotland.   

This National Consortium presents a shared vision and commitment to an innovative partnership that 
increases impact and outcomes for Scotland’s youth. The Consortium have a long track record in 
delivering large national programmes, supporting equality of employment opportunity for 
vulnerable young people. We have been receiving funding from ESIF for over 20 years targeting 
the hardest to reach young people and developing tailored pathways through a range of 
employability interventions. 

Core approach 
1. How should Scotland’s share of post-Brexit structural funding be determined? (for example,

should it be on measures such as GDP, needs-based, via the Barnett formula; match funding or
based on competition?)

The Young People’s Consortium believes Scotland should not be limited financially to what we have 
previously received from structural funds. We want Scotland to lobby for a proportion of the funds that 
are returned to the UK as a result of Brexit – not matching structural funding that has been received 
previously. We want to look at the availability of new funds in its entirety, which is significantly more 
than what Scotland has had in the past. This is the opportunity to create a step change for Scotland. 

The Young People’s Consortium believes we need to rethink the current mechanisms for allocating 
spend.  Under the current system, Scotland has been unable to utilise all EU funds despite significant 
need for investment. Therefore, we recommend that post Brexit funding should be allocated on a fully 
funded and needs-based approach, as opposed to previous actual expenditure.  

The Young People’s Consortium understands that the use of Barnett Formula removes the element 
of competition between the UK nations. It is an established formula for funding which historically has 
favoured Scotland and recognises that our size and scale geographically requires a higher allocation. 
However, we also believe that Barnett formula, when used in isolation to determine funding, could 
negatively impact youth unemployment due to government figures suggesting this challenge has been 
solved. We are aware that our colleagues in Wales are proposing a share based on the Barnett 
Formula + 10%. They have based their ask on need as they feel they will be hit with the impact of 
Brexit more than most. We agree with this suggestion to front load investment post Brexit to ensure 
areas most immediately impacted in the aftermath are able to progress and are fully supported. The 
Consortium believes the most successful outcome would be to implement front loaded investment 
using Barnett Formula with a needs-led solution. This needs-led solution would ultimately require a 
more local approach to ensure universal support for young people across the country with equal 
access to resources. 

FCC/S5/19/14/3 
ANNEXE A
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2. Should the existing structural funding priorities be retained for any new funding approach post-
Brexit or are there other national or regional outcomes, strategies or plans to which future funding
should align instead?

Our understanding is that the ultimate ambition of the current priorities is to create convergence 
across the least and most wealthy areas of Europe, tackling inequality and promoting a higher 
standard of living. We believe this should be retained; helping poorer communities by reducing child 
poverty and inequalities through job creation, skills and rural development. 

In the face of economic uncertainty and rapid social change, the goals of future funding need to allow 
greater flexibility and responsiveness, allowing priorities to adapt to meet changes in the external 
landscape.  

The focus of the Funds should also be widened to include underemployment and in-work poverty; the 
two key drivers of inequality in our current economy. In so doing, the Funds will continue to support 
the balancing of wealth and a higher standard of living for those most in need.  

3. In terms of the proposal for a UK Shared Prosperity Fund - where should the responsibility for any
decisions about funding levels and allocation be taken (for example UK Government, Scottish
Government, Local Government or local stakeholders) and what level of autonomy should they
have in deciding how funding is allocated?

The current capacity and capability of the 32 local authorities to administer EU programmes is highly 
variable, particularly given their tight fiscal restrictions. We would advocate for a national pot reflecting 
regional priorities aligned to current public funding provision, avoiding some of the challenges that 
have been faced following the roll out of the City Deal and Fair Start. To deliver the best possible 
outcomes for young people, it is critical that the Third Sector have parity of esteem with the public 
sector within these collaboratives.  

We believe there should be a specific allocation of funding for the third sector, managed independently 
by the sector. Third sector organisations hold a wealth of expertise and specialist knowledge, 
particularly in supporting target groups. They are close to their beneficiaries, allowing them to respond 
more nimbly to changes in demand and to innovate. They are values-driven and, in the context of this 
Consortium, place young people at the heart of all they do. We advocate for the formation of a Third 
Sector governing body - accountable to the Scottish Government and aligned with local and national 
government policies – to ensure the open, transparent and flexible funding for the sector.     

The existing methods for managing funding levels are ineffectual, as demonstrated by the inability to 
spend current funding allocations. The returning of funds to the UK offers a unique opportunity to 
make a lasting impact on reducing poverty and inequality in Scottish society, if distributed and 
administered effectively.    

The current system has various EU programmes including Leader, ERDF, ESIF, SFC and Third 
Sector Fund which are all managed by different agents. This causes a lack of consistency and 
cohesiveness.  The Young People’s Consortium believes there is a need for regional agencies with 
expertise, which cover all ESF delivery (including ERDF and ESIF), while also supporting city region 
deals.   
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The Young People’s Consortium also suggests thematic ring-fencing as an alternative option, such 
as mental health, available in each region to ensure support is available to young people regardless 
of location.   

4. To what extent should the current system of allocating funding to strategic interventions across
Scotland through lead partners etc be retained or changed by any post-Brexit funding approach
and why?

The Young People’s Consortium believes there is currently limited knowledge of funding allocation to 
strategic interventions across Scotland, and it has already highlighted the challenges with Skills 
Development Scotland and Local Authorities acting as the current lead partners (causing a lack of 
consistency as a result of multiple agents). Adopting a regional approach with regional agencies that 
facilitate between Local Authorities and current lead partners could resolve this issue.  

Barriers to funding projects  

5. What barriers limit strategic intervention funds being committed to individual projects under the
current programmes and to what extent should any new structural funding approach address
these barriers?

The current system is overly bureaucratic and compliance-driven. There needs to be a more 
collaborative approach taken to solving issues. Key learnings can be taken from published research 
on best practice from the European Policies Research Centre (Professor John Bachtler, Director of 
European Policies Research Centre, Strathclyde University) to combat these issues. 

The programme needs to be flexible and more responsive to strategic interventions. Currently it takes 
4-5 years to develop an EU fund, which is far too long a timeline. When a fund is launched, its priorities
have often already been superseded, rendering its purpose defunct. The funding approach needs to
be reflective of real time needs and issues.

Specifically, the requirements to evidence matched funding as part of a bid can present difficulties 
when trying to align different funding sources. The Young People’s Consortium recommends 
completely removing this requirement as it can create a barrier for more rural areas, such as the 
Highlands and Islands, who struggle to secure this resulting in reduced opportunities. It ultimately 
creates increased competition for funding across the third sector and reduces collaboration. As an 
alternative a co-finance model would allow organisations to use the UK Shared Prosperity Fund to 
leverage funding from other sources – rather than having additional funding secured beforehand.  

6. To what extent should any rules relating to post-Brexit structural funding enable a flexible
approach to the range of local projects that can be supported or should the rules focus on funding
specific outcomes or purposes (such as through ring fencing)?

We believe there needs to be flexibility to innovate and create new evidence (the current system does 
not allow this). Overly restrictive rules and regulations stifle innovation and collaboration. Compliance 
driven behaviour alienates vulnerable people and is counterproductive for those most in need. These 
rules prevent The Young People’s Consortium from evidencing our complete impact, meaning results 
do not truly reflect the full scope and impact of the programme; a loss to all of those involved.   
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The Young People’s Consortium believes customer satisfaction should be valued over compliance as 
processes are currently too impersonal, making them daunting and unappealing. The optimum 
outcome, in our opinion, would be focused around customer satisfaction rather than job outcome as 
strong projects and evidencing outcomes are not mutually exclusive.  

In our experience, young people are often under the impression they are simply there to make up 
programme numbers, and we believe there should be an equal focus on both their needs and those 
of the economy. Young people’s experiences should be placed ahead of the hard outcomes and 
programme orientated approach.  

We need to establish a stronger culture in which young people’s voices are respected and acted on 
to arrive at individual outcomes relevant to the individual. Rather than encouraging young people into 
programmes to fill space, we believe a person-led approach is more appropriate in fulfilling their needs 
and securing long-term results.    

We feel there is a general consensus that youth unemployment has been solved, which is not the 
case. It needs continual funding as our population ages, and Brexit and limited migration mean every 
young person is needed to support the requirements of our economy.  

The current evaluation of delivery is also outdated. There is a need for more real time evaluation to 
accentuate what success looks like and what the impact is. With ‘jobs for life’ being a thing of the past, 
young people must develop a wealth of transferable skills to make them adaptable to a variety of 
roles. It is critical that these soft skills - which are harder to measure - for example teamwork, 
communication and confidence, are recognised, alongside hard outcomes.  

7. Are there examples of current structural fund priorities being more effectively supported by other
funds (or core funding) such that they should not form part of any post-Brexit structural funding
approach?

The Young People’s Consortium only links to structural funds through ESIF, so does not have 
sufficient knowledge of other fund priorities. This highlights the need for key learnings from other 
programmes/fund priorities to be shared more widely across all recipients in the future.  

Administration 
8. What changes to the current monitoring, evaluation and compliance activities would reduce

administrative complexity for any future structural funds approach while maintaining sufficient
transparency?

The current monitoring, evaluation and compliance complexity is placing an undue burden on third 
sector resources.  Currently the onus is on third sector organisations to research all local delivery 
services funded by the Local Authorities and Government before demonstrating how their services 
align and fit.  There is no similar obligation on Local Authorities to align with existing local services. 
Creating regional structures that represent all parties fairly and encourage pro-active collaboration 
would achieve the best outcomes.    

Continual changes to the interpretation of regulations is proving to be the biggest challenge. The 
Young People’s Consortium would question if compliance is the best value when it comes to public 
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funds; it seems incongruous to spend such a large portion of disbursed funds on protecting the public 
purse. Setting a proportionate level of acceptable financial risk would seem a more practical. 

If a system with appropriate freedom, scope and flexibility could be devised, Scotland is capable of 
solving its social issues. The Young People’s Consortium would like to highlight our previous 2018 
response paper covering this issue with further information.  

9. Should the system for making claims change for any future funding approach?

The Young People’s Consortium strongly believes the system for making claims should change for 
future funding approaches, and would like to highlight our previous 2018 response paper which 
outlines our views. 

The system needs to change radically, to avoid underspend and more honestly reflect the delivery of 
particularly third sector partners. There is a hive of positive activity taking place that cannot be claimed 
and it is a huge burden on the third sector with a damaging effect on its funding. We believe Scotland 
has the ability to lead the UK in making sustainable and significant change. 
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FINANCE AND CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE
FUNDING OF EU STRUCTURAL FUND PRIORITIES IN SCOTLAND POST-BREXIT
SUBMISSION FROM COLLEGES PARTNERSHIP

FUNDING OF EU STRUCTURAL FUND PRIORITIES IN SCOTLAND, POST-BREXIT 1. How should Scotland’s share of post-Brexit structural funding be determined? (for
example, should it be on measures such as GDP, needs-based, via the Barnett formula;
match funding or based on competition?)

This should be viewed as an opportunity to remedy the ills that have developed in managing 
funding from the European Union (EU) in recent years whilst maximising Scotland’s due 
and justifiable share of the resources that will be available. Colleges Partnership believes 
the minimum target should be for Scotland to secure ‘no less than in the current programme 
period’. In supporting the position of the Scottish Government (SG), Colleges Partnership 
notes that Scotland’s due share is €3.024 billion. This is based on the fact that the five 
component parts of the European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) amount to €315 
billion for the whole of the EU for the 2014 to 2020 programme. The UK contributes 12% 
of that total and this is the amount that would be expected in replacement funds. As 
Scotland accounts for around 8.4% of the UK, it should expect no less than €3.024 billion. 
This figure does not take into account the amount of UK regional development funds that 
were removed when European funding was introduced. 

In addition it is important that SG stresses that there are other EU funds from which 
Scotland is due a fair and proportionate share. These are listed in the annex at the end of 
this response. Colleges Partnership highlights the need for the UK Government to adopt 
a position with regard to these programmes that is coherent for the UK as a whole and 
that participation is pursued - in programmes like the Erasmus+, Horizon 2020 and 
Culture programmes – that support and reinforce the aspirations and priorities of all four 
nations, particularly those which see the benefits they offer in maintaining existing 
international relations and building new ones. To that end, it is worth remarking that in its 
Multiannual Financial Framework package for 2021 to 2027, the EU has decided that 
three existing programmes to which the UK has access will be absorbed into ESIF. These 
are the EU programmes for Health (€0.45billion), Employment and Social Innovation 
(€0.92 billion) and the competitiveness of small and medium-sized enterprises (€2.3 
billion). So, on the basis of the aforementioned rubric, it should be expected that 
Scotland’s share from these three elements of the new ESIF would be a further €37 
million. This would bring the overall value of Scotland’s anticipated share to some €3.2 
billion. It is important that Scottish Government is aware that various financial gymnastics 
are likely to applied to seek to convince them that merging of different funds will result in 
a lesser amount of overall funding being available. 

The European funds listed in the annex are targeted at areas of devolved responsibility. 
So, the argument for SG to control any resources which come from them is coherent. 
This could bring an additional resource to Scotland of around €0.5 billion. More 
importantly SG and the committee need to recognise the existence of these funds and 
take account of them to ensure that any resource which comes from them is applied 
synergistically to ESIF replacement funding. Thereafter, it is important that the UK 
Government is unequivocally reminded of their existence, scope and scale and that 
Scotland will be entitled to a proportionate share of any replacement funds. This should 
be perceived as helpful as the Conservative Party Manifesto for 2017 stated that it would 
use the structural fund money coming back to the UK, post-Brexit, to create a UK Shared 
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Prosperity Fund (UKSPF) designed, specifically to reduce inequalities among the four 
nations of the UK. 

2. Should the existing structural funding priorities be retained for any new funding
approach post-Brexit or are there other national or regional outcomes, strategies or plans
to which future funding should align instead?

Colleges Partnership’s comments on this take account of the priorities that the EU has 
set for its 2021 to 2027 programmes. This is because, in the absence of any clarity on the 
UK’s relationship with the EU, post-Brexit, it is sensible to assume that SG would 
continue its current alignment with the EU’s priorities. Furthermore, the EU adopts a 
strategic approach to its programming for 2021 to 2027 which covers all funding 
programmes. Colleges Partnership anticipates that SG will try and maintain that strategic 
alignment, even for those programmes in which participation will be as a third country. 
Failure to do so could undermine any applications from Scottish organisations to EU 
programmes in which the UK will participate as a third country. 

In line with its programme for simplification, the EU has established five broad policy 
objectives. This is a welcome improvement from having 11 thematic objectives, which 
was the case for the 2014 to 2020 EU programmes. The five policy objectives are: 

• a smarter Europe: through innovation, digitisation, economic transformation and
support for SMEs. 

• a greener, carbon-free Europe: implementing the Paris agreement and investing in
energy transition, renewables and the fight against climate change.

• a connected Europe: investing in strategic transport and digital networks
• social Europe: delivering on social rights, supporting quality employment,

education, skills: social inclusion and equal access to healthcare.
• Europe closer to its citizens: locally-led development strategies and sustainable

urban development. 

These align well with SG priorities, which is positive. Colleges Partnership feels that the 
current ESIF programmes in Scotland adopt a much narrower focus than the programme 
for 2014 to 2020 allowed and that this has been to the detriment of fully achieving the 
programme’s potential. 

Colleges Partnership, also, sees these five broad policy priorities as being appropriate in 
supporting the key pillars of economic growth and cohesion in Scotland – business 
growth, skills development and inclusion. 

It is unclear at this stage whether the new fund would be wholly or partly targeted on 
smaller geographically defined areas or have a Scotland-wide focus. Any major shifts in 
the coverage or targeting of the scope will bring challenges to organisations and sectors 
that are expecting a replacement for existing EU activity and income, which is what has 
been inferred in establishing the fund. However, this should not be a factor that receives 
undue weighting in any decision on how the new funds are targeted. 

Our six partner colleges - City of Glasgow, Glasgow Clyde, Glasgow Kelvin, New College 
Lanarkshire, South Lanarkshire College and SRUC (Scotland’s Rural College) - which 
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serve between a third and half of Scotland, are keen to participate more fully in the new 
programme than was the case in 2014 to 2020 ESIF. Unemployment in Scotland is 
relatively low and there are existing and emerging skills gaps in fields in which SG 
aspires to make an impact like providing additional child care, more sustainable 
approaches to agriculture, developing Scotland’s tourism offer and reviving rural 
economies, etc. So, the fund replacing ESIF should have a sharper focus on upskilling 
those who are already in employment and helping adults return to or re-enter the labour 
market. This approach may also address underemployment and precarious employment 
whilst supporting social inclusion and confronting inequality. After all, the acquisition of 
skills is an initial step to sustainable and worthwhile employment and combating poverty 
and exclusion. The six colleges in the Partnership have the capacity to make a significant 
contribution to this – as individual institutions, regional or sector collectives or in 
partnership with other local and national agencies. In order to achieve this colleges would 
need to be freed from focussing, solely, on educating and training young people. 

An issue which is pertinent to all colleges is upskilling the sector’s workforce. The delivery 
of skills education is undergoing transformational change that will continue for the next 
decade and beyond. Consequently, it is necessary that colleges - the statutory providers 
of skills education - are able to respond to the challenges and needs of the fourth industrial 
revolution. This will demand an increase in the provision of work-based, digital and episodic 
learning and more responsive forms of professional and technical accreditation. There 
should be scope for this in any capacity building element of the new fund. At the same time 
as colleges respond to these changes there remain communities where unemployment and 
poor educational outcomes persist. The physical location of our six partner colleges means 
that these will continue to be challenges for them to address. Therefore, Colleges 
Partnership contends that an element of the new fund should consider bottom-up locally-
devised solutions to developing appropriate interventions and not simply repeat what has 
gone before. The inclusion of Health as a priority may provide an accelerator for 
considering new solutions as the aforementioned areas also have the poorest health 
outcomes. 

Brexit has fractured UK and Scottish society and this is manifest in the perception of 
migrants who have come to make a contribution to the UK’s economy. The new programme 
should specifically invest in activities to remediate this and promote active and global 
citizenship. This would help rebuild and strengthen the social bonds in local communities. 

In conclusion, Colleges Partnership is no less convinced than it has been in previous EU 
programmes of the need for better and more integration across programmes and better , 
less risk-averse management to make full use of the funding available and stop the drift to 
gold-plating of regulations and the focus on it to the detriment of effective and innovative 
projects. 

3. In terms of the proposal for a UK Shared Prosperity Fund - where should the
responsibility for any decisions about funding levels and allocation be taken (for example
UK Government, Scottish Government, Local Government or local stakeholders) and
what level of autonomy should they have in deciding how funding is allocated?

Much of the information that Colleges Partnership has acquired from attending seminars 
organised by the UK Government gives the impression that the new fund will bypass the 
devolved administrations in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland and be driven via City 
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Regions. This seems contrary to the views expressed in the UK Government’s White 
Paper on the UK’s exit from and new relations with the EU, which states that “We have 
already committed that no decisions currently taken by the devolved administrations will 
be removed from them and we will use the opportunity of bringing decision making back 
to the UK to ensure that more decisions are devolved.” 

Previous experience of EU funding demonstrates the value of local decision-making in 
understanding need and identifying capacity for delivery in an area whilst maximising the 
use of genuine local partnerships. In addition, this approach helps sustain local 
commitment and accountability. 

More prosaically, the administrative and regulatory aspects of the programme need to 
take account of existing systems in order to ensure that a disproportionate investment is 
not needed in new computer and administrative systems.  

Colleges Partnership has a clear preference for the programme to be managed at 
devolved government level but the decision-making process on developing and managing 
the programme needs to be clear and transparent. 

A further danger from managing the programme at a UK level is that elements of public 
service in England have been opened up to private organisations. Managing the 
programme at UK level would mean that SG would have to follow this approach. 
Regardless of any political perspective, a crucial weakness in removing devolved delivery 
and management would preclude Scottish public bodies from using their core funding to 
support targets and outputs for the new programme. 

Local stakeholder involvement is important in defining priorities for funding and this extends 
to those organisations which, currently, apply for EU transnational funding. This will be 
increasingly important should the UK be eligible as a third country for various transnational 
programmes which, as we maintain, should complement activities and priorities supported 
by the new UK programme. The current arrangements for managing ESIF have not done 
this effectively and a new approach is worthy of consideration. Colleges Partnership has 
previously submitted detailed papers to SG on how a new approach to managing and 
optimising funding for Scotland may be organised. Whatever happens regarding 
programme management for the new programme, it requires informed ministerial oversight 
to ensure that transparency is not undermined by officials cloaking it in a veil of complexity. 

4. To what extent should the current system of allocating funding to strategic
interventions across Scotland through lead partners etc be retained or changed by any
post-Brexit funding approach and why?

Colleges Partnership observes that the design and implementation of the 2014 to 2020 
ESIF programme in Scotland has been a failure. Therefore, a complete rethink is 
required. The system of Lead Partners and Strategic Interventions (SIs) which is the 
keystone of the 2014 to 2020 in Scotland was supposed to be designed to mitigate EU 
audit issues. So the validity of imposing them on the new (non-EU) programme seems 
perverse. The new ESIF system promised simplicity, reduction of risk and open access to 
all sectors, In the case of European Social Fund (ESF), none of these benefits were 
delivered. The introduction of Lead partners and selection of SIs lacked transparency and 
was a lost opportunity to maintain synergy and partnership across agencies. In many 
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ways the system has damaged relationships between agencies in the delivery tier. In 
addition it has increased a silo approach to delivery with weak programme oversight. The 
latter being characterised by infrequent meetings and a minimalist check and challenge 
role on detailed delivery issues. From the outside, it has been hard to see any 
commitment to a collective goal beyond programme spend and process and as official 
figures show performance in programme spend has been poor. 

A key lesson learned, from previous EU programmes, is that the programme regulations 
and financial rules need to be clearly specified from the outset and their interpretation 
should be transparent and clear. To avoid this results in wasteful investment in resourcing 
the project appraisal process. It is evident in the current ESF programme that the majority 
of problems confronting partner colleges and other providers are caused by a lack of clarity 
in the financial and programme rules and priorities. 

Colleges Partnership finds this particularly galling as previously, Scotland was well-
respected by the European Commission (EC) and the EU for its partnership approach to 
implementing EU programmes. It seems to us that SG’s decision to take the management 
of EU funding “in-house” has been a mistake and has done nothing to improve any aspects 
of the programme. Colleges Partnership urges SG not to do so with the new (UK) 
programme and to make efforts to consult all of “team Scotland” and not those who enjoy 
easiest access to it. 

SG and the committee should be concerned that the former’s failure to meet N+3 targets 
has resulted in Scotland losing a significant amount of EU funding, more than €50 million. 
Officials may try and divert responsibility onto those institutions, like our partner colleges, 
that have been working hard to deliver the 2014 to 2020 programme. But, as mentioned 
previously, too much time and energy has had to be devoted to responding to the late and 
unclear interpretation of programme rules and an abdication of responsibility by the 
Managing Authority (MA). In addition, the MA has had ample time to make alterations to 
the programme which would have been accepted by the EC and allowed the creation of 
new activities. Should the MA maintain this poor level of performance there is a realistic 
risk that the current programmes will not meet the level of performance required to release 
the performance reserve, which will mean further loss of funds to Scottish agencies. In 
addition, if Scotland is seen as a poor performer in the current ESIF programme, the UK 
Government may see this as reasonable grounds for limiting the Scottish share of the new 
programme. 

In conclusion, the existing programme management arrangements should not be applied 
to the new programme. A more independent, transparent and accountable management 
paradigm and structure is required to ensure that the new programme functions well from 
its inception and is aligned with other sources of national and EU funding and SG policies. 
This would not preclude SG oversight and involvement in the process.  
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5. What barriers limit strategic intervention funds being committed to individual
projects under the current programmes and to what extent should any new structural
funding approach address these barriers?

A catalogue of poor, late and iterative guidance issues and overly bureaucratic audit and 
verification routines have been major barriers which have limited SI funds being 
committed to individual projects and activity claimed. SG should resist the temptation of 
expediency or prompting from officials to ‘mirror’ most of the current monitoring and 
compliance arrangements. Colleges Partnership would see this as a grave mistake, even 
if the new programme were to have a limited lifespan of only a few years. 

SG failed to respect and protect the legacy of knowledge from previous programmes when 
it absorbed ESIF management as an “in-house” function. A fresh approach is required to 
ensure that the mission of the new programme is met, fosters quality and relevance and 
supports rather than suspects organisations delivering the programme. Currently the MA 
seems obsessed with financial and participant eligibility and record keeping and has 
adopted a forensic approach to checking this in the context of late and ever changing rules. 
This is undermining partner colleges’ confidence in the programme. It is noteworthy that 
both UK Government and SG hold agencies accountable for far larger sums of money yet 
are satisfied to apply a lighter touch. The latter is the style of approach which should be 
sufficient to manage the new programme whilst providing sufficient rigour and transparency 
in the audit process. The ever-present temptation to gold plate standards should be 
resisted and a capacity for engagement and dialogue with delivery partners is essential for 
the management of the new programme plus a huge dose of common sense. To that end, 
the new programme should publish clear expectations for the audit trails that it will impose 
and these should be no more burdensome than current public authority provisions. In short 
maintain rigour but avoid mindless minutiae. 

To complement this suggested approach to programme management, it is important to 
set funding priorities that are aligned with overall strategic priorities but can flex to 
accommodate demands for new or additional projects. This could be incorporated easily 
into a competitive approach and is a feature of many funding and grant programmes. 

6. To what extent should any rules relating to post-Brexit structural funding enable a
flexible approach to the range of local projects that can be supported or should the rules
focus on funding specific outcomes or purposes (such as through ring fencing)?

Experience suggests that programmes spanning a number of years or designed to meet 
the needs of local communities with diverse characteristics require a flexible approach. 
Colleges Partnership acknowledges that establishing programme rules that foresee the 
deployment of a range of instruments is an effective means of fostering flexibility. 
However, it accepts that, in some circumstances, ring-fencing is an effective means of 
ensuring sufficient finance for more complex aspects of scope or scale or where there is 
a need to build capacity. Ring fencing can also prevent over delivery on “easier” activity 
and the resultant consumption of resources needed for more complex activity. 

Much current funding is outcome based so colleges are familiar with this approach 
Nonetheless, it should be recognised that some activity does not fit that mode of 
performance measurement. The new programme should consider how it could 
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incorporate more than one simple approach to measuring project achievement, especially 
for activities that are low in volume but high in impact. 

7. Are there examples of current structural fund priorities being more effectively
supported by other funds (or core funding) such that they should not form part of any
post-Brexit structural funding approach?

This is an interesting and pertinent question. Of equal merit is to consider how the same 
or better impacts and outputs for the new programme be achieved more simply by 
augmenting core budgets and requiring existing public sector bodies to ring fence funding 
to reach new or additional targets. A “core funding” based model would, in some 
circumstances, avoid the need for developing new systems. 
Colleges Partnership anticipates that a “core funding” model is unlikely to be adopted. 
Therefore, it is important that funding from the new programme incorporates the priorities 
which SG would like public sector bodies to support and should, as has been indicated 
above, be incorporated into the design and implementation of the new programme in 
Scotland.  
Furthermore, the new programme needs to be managed by the devolved administrations 
It is worth mentioning that public sector agencies have relied on the addition of EU 
funding for almost 30 years and so it is unsurprising that many of them can only perceive 
of the new programme as mitigating the loss of existing funding or sustaining existing 
provision, even if new and more current priorities are emerging. 
. 

8. What changes to the current monitoring, evaluation and compliance activities
would reduce administrative complexity for any future structural funds approach while
maintaining sufficient transparency?

Partner colleges’ experience of the claims process for ESIF in Scotland, and particularly 
ESF, has been that a system intended to bring simplicity (EUMIS), actually delivered 
greater complexity and became a programme driver rather than a tool. Colleges 
Partnership and its partners believe that the claims process and system have been major 
contributors to the failure to meet programme targets for N+3. The electronic system has 
been characterised by work around, retrofitting and claim processes have revolved 
around mechanistic forensic verification routines Lessons have not been learned from 
successive previous ESIF programmes on these matters.  

Claiming against programme outputs and using unit costing methodologies was and is 
still an attractive prospect. Under the 2000-2007 programme colleges were the first 
Scottish organisations to be permitted to use an existing unit costing methodology as the 
basis for EU funding. However, some hard lessons were learned in the 2014-2020 
programme about the time and leadership required to agree such mechanisms with the 
EC. It is hoped that the UK Shared Prosperity Fund adopts a simple way to use relevant 
existing unit costs to account for activity, without overlaying these with additional rules 
and restrictions. It is further hoped that this could be done in a way that does not 
disadvantage any particular type of applicant or user of the fund. There will be activity 
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that does not fit such a model, it will be a refreshing change if a common sense approach 
can be taken to cost and claim such activity without the need for forensic accounting.  

It is reasonable to expect that some value for money comparisons may be made between 
ESF funding and new (existing) methodologies to ensure that the level funding dedicated 
to delivery is not unintentionally eroded by use of existing payment systems. 

In addition, the new programme should grasp the opportunity to embrace and learn from 
the range of simplifications in the current ESIF programme which the EU has created but 
have not been adopted by the MA in Scotland. 

9. Should the system for making claims change for any future funding approach?

Colleges Partnership welcomes this opportunity to input to the work of the Committee. 
The Partnership and its six partner colleges hope the new programme is a worthy and 
credible successor to EU structural funds and delivers meaningful impact. This 
submission, also, reflects the level of frustration endured by partner colleges over the last 
four years in delivering ESF. Our plea is that the management of the new programme 
focuses on the delivery of priorities and does not displace energy on administrative 
procedures and record keeping. To that end, Colleges Partnership demands that:   

• the new programme and any associated programmes are cheaper and less
demanding of partner resources in its management and administration;

• the managing organisation and any intermediaries should not be allowed to ‘gold
plate’ any rules or requirements and is charged with producing a single set of rules
and procedures for application and claims produced in advance of programme
start date;

• the new programme should not simply replicate what has been done thus far and it
should articulate well with EU transnational programmes and existing UK
programmes;

• investment is made in building on existing capacity in colleges and other
organisations to help them understand and deliver the new programme;

• the rules regarding eligibility are sensible, simple and as few as is absolutely
necessary;

• the rules regarding finance claims are proportionate and sensible;
• there is no place for iterative and late guidance in managing the new programme.

Annexe 

EU Funding Programme Scotland Arrangements 2021-27 
European Structural & Investment Funds (ESIF) 

The purpose of these funds is to invest in job creation 
and a sustainable and healthy economy and 
environment.  

UK contribution: €37.8bn. 

Replacement Programme – value €3.2bn 

Should include proportionate share of these 4 
Programmes as the new EU Programmes 
2021-27 merge these programmes into EU 
Structural Funds.  
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COSME Programme 

This programme supports the competitiveness of small 
and medium-sized enterprises. For the 2021-27 
programme period, this activity will be absorbed into 
the new ESIF programmes at EU level.  

UK contribution: €0.275bn. 
EU Health Programme 

This programme supports co-operation among EU 
countries in the field of health. For the 2021-27 
programme period, this activity will be absorbed into 
the new ESIF programmes at EU level. 

UK contribution: €0.053bn. 
EaSI Programme 

The employment and social innovation programme 
promotes high level quality and sustainable 
employment, adequate social protections, combats 
social exclusion and poverty and improved working 
conditions. For the 2021-27 programme period, this 
activity will be absorbed into the new ESIF 
programmes at EU level. 

UK contribution: €0.919bn. 
Connecting Europe Facility 

This programme supports targeted infrastructure 
investment in the fields of transport, energy and digital 
services.  

UK contribution: €2.6bn. 

value €221m 

Scotland should be entitled to a proportionate 
share of the funding returned to the UK for this 
programme.  
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Common Agricultural Policy 
Pillar 1 ensures standard of living for farmers & 
provides consumers with a stable, affordable  food 
supply.  
Pillar 2 improves competitiveness for farming and 
forestry, protects environment & countryside, improves 
quality of life and diversification of rural economy. 

UK contribution: €48.9bn. 

Value to Scotland €36.5bn. 

Scotland should be entitled to a proportionate 
share of the funding returned to the UK for this 
programme. 

Horizon 2020 Programme 

EU’s flagship programme for Excellence in Research 
and Innovation.  

UK contribution: €9.4bn 

Scotland’s position is to participate in the 
replacement Horizon Europe programme as a 
3rd Country.  

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€796.2m.  

Funds should be fully devolved to Scotland, 
allowing continued international engagement 
for Research and Innovation via 3rd Country 
arrangement with EU or though bilateral 
agreements.   

Requirement to ensure that priority ambitions 
for this programme must be considered as 
part of an overall strategy – therefore there is 
a need for devolved oversight.  

Erasmus + Programme 

EU programme for education, training, youth and sport. 

UK contribution: €1.7bn. 

Scotland’s position is to participate in the 
replacement Erasmus Europe programme as 
a 3rd Country.  

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€148.9m.  

Funds should be fully devolved to Scotland, 
allowing continued international engagement 
for Education, Training, Youth and Sport via 
3rd Country arrangement with EU or through 
bilateral agreements.  

Requirement to ensure that priority ambitions 
for this programme must be considered as 
part of an overall strategy – therefore there is 
a need for devolved oversight.  
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Interreg Programmes 

EU programmes supporting cooperation across 
borders. It aims to tackle common challenges and find 
shared solutions in fields such as health, environment, 
research, education, transport and sustainable energy. 

UK contribution: €1.2bn. 

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€103.1m.  

Funds should be fully devolved to Scotland, 
allowing transnational co-operation by means 
of 3rd Country participation in the new Digital 
Europe Programme; 3rd Country participation 
in the 2021-27 Interreg Programmes or 
through bilateral agreements.  

Requirement to ensure that priority ambitions 
for this programme must be considered as 
part of an overall strategy – therefore there is 
a need for devolved oversight.  

Creative Europe Programme 

EU programme supporting European cinema and 
cultural and creative sector. 

UK contribution: €175.53m 

value €14.74m 

Funding directed to support cultural and 
creative sector in Scotland and also to align 
with creation of new Scottish Film studio.  

Scotland should be entitled to a proportionate 
share of the funding returned to the UK for this 
programme. 

Requirement to ensure that priority ambitions 
for this programme must be considered as 
part of an overall strategy – therefore there is 
a need for devolved oversight.  

Life Programme 

EU programme to improve the implementation of EU 
environment and climate policy and legislation.  

UK contribution: €414.8m 

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€34.84m.  

Scotland should be entitled to a proportionate 
share of the funding returned to the UK for this 
programme. 

Requirement to ensure that priority ambitions 
for this programme must be considered as 
part of an overall strategy – therefore there is 
a need for devolved oversight.  
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Europe for Citizens Programme 

EU programme to support activities to increase 
awareness and citizens' understanding of the EU and 
of its values and history. The programme also helps 
people become more engaged in civic and democratic 
activities. 

UK contribution: €22.3m 

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€1.87m 

Scotland should be entitled to a proportionate 
share of the funding returned to the UK for this 
programme. 

Requirement to ensure that priority ambitions 
for this programme must be considered as 
part of an overall strategy – therefore there is 
a need for devolved oversight.  

EU Rights, Equality and Citizenship programme 

EU programme to help make people's rights and 
freedoms effective in practice by making them better 
known and more consistently applied across the EU 

UK contribution: €52.74m 

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€4.43m.  

Scotland should be entitled to a proportionate 
share of the funding returned to the UK for this 
programme. 

Requirement to ensure that priority ambitions 
for this programme must be considered as 
part of an overall strategy – therefore there is 
a need for devolved oversight.  

EU Asylum and Migration Fund 

EU programme focused on people flows and the 
integrated management of migration. 

UK contribution: €3.17bn 

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€31.63m.  

Scotland should be entitled to a proportionate 
share of the funding returned to the UK for this 
programme. 

Requirement to ensure that priority ambitions 
for this programme must be considered as 
part of an overall strategy – therefore there is 
a need for devolved oversight.  

Food and Feed programme 

EU programme aimed to strengthen enforcement of 
health and safety standards for the whole agri-food 
chain. 

UK contribution: €227.3m 

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€19.07m 

Scotland should be entitled to a proportionate 
share of the funding returned to the UK for this 
programme. 

EU Justice Programme 

EU programme to ensure effective application of EU 
legislation in civil and criminal justice.  

UK contribution: €45.31m 

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€3.81m.  

Scotland should be entitled to a proportionate 
share of the funding returned to the UK for this 
programme. 
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EU Internal Security Programme 

EU programme to support the implementation of the 
Internal Security Strategy and the EU approach to law 
enforcement cooperation, including the management 
of the union’s external borders.  

UK contribution: €451.71m 

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€37.94m.  

Scotland should be entitled to a proportionate 
share of the funding returned to the UK for this 
programme. 

EU Customs and Taxation Programme 

EU programme to support functioning and 
modernisation of the Customs Union.  

UK contribution: €108.9m 

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€9.15m.  

Scotland should be entitled to a proportionate 
share of the funding returned to the UK for this 
programme. 

Instrument for Pre-Accession  
EU programme to support countries who are preparing 
for EU accession 

UK contribution: €1.4bn. 

Scotland’s share of the UK contribution is 
€117.9m.  
Funding directed to support the transition from 
EU compliant systems to 3rd country 
compliance.  

Scotland Total €41.5bn 
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FINANCE AND CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE  

FUNDING OF EU STRUCTURAL FUND PRIORITIES IN SCOTLAND, POST-
BREXIT  
The Equality and Human Rights Commission is the National Equality Body 
(NEB) for Scotland, England and Wales. We work to eliminate discrimination 
and promote equality across the nine protected grounds set out in the 
Equality Act 2010: age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil 
partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, and sexual 
orientation.   
We are an “A Status” National Human Rights Institution (NHRI) and share our 
mandate to promote and protect human rights in Scotland with the Scottish 
Human Rights Commission (SHRC).  
We welcome the opportunity to respond to this inquiry, particularly as the 
issues raised fall within the remit of the Commission’s strategic priorities, 
including safeguarding and enhancing equality and human rights throughout 
the Brexit process. We did not respond to every question of this consultation 
and instead focused on the questions most relevant to our work and remit. 
 
Questions: 
Core approach 
1. How should Scotland’s share of post-Brexit structural funding be 
determined? (for example, should it be on measures such as GDP, 
needs-based, via the Barnett formula; match funding or based on 
competition?)    
N/A.  
 
2. Should the existing structural funding priorities be retained for any 
new funding approach post-Brexit or are there other national or regional 
outcomes, strategies or plans to which future funding should align 
instead? 
Structural funds are a vital element of the European Union's (EU) Cohesion 
policy and aim to “reduce regional disparities in terms of income, wealth and 
opportunities”1 between regions within the EU. If socio-economic development 
is to remain the primary objective of the new Fund, equal importance must be 
placed on the importance and role of people facing socio-economic 
disadvantage and inequality. A successor fund must continue to recognise the 
                                            

1 Scottish Government (2015), European Social Fund: citizens’ summary (accessed 23.04.2019).   

https://www.gov.scot/publications/esf-citizens-summary/
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needs of individuals, particularly of people with, or who share protected 
characteristics set out in the Equality Act 2010, and address the barriers faced 
by those trying to access the labour market. Any new fund should complement 
the existing Scottish Government priority of promoting inclusive growth.  
The Commission considers that it is vital to ensure the loss of EU funding, 
such as the European Social Fund (ESF) and the Rights, Equality and 
Citizenship Programme, does not undermine the UK’s equality and human 
rights infrastructure. Various research, such as that carried out by Equally 
Ours (formerly the Equality and Diversity Forum),2 demonstrates the benefits 
that this EU funding has delivered for equality and human rights in Britain, 
including Scotland. Equally Ours’ research, for example, found that 60 per 
cent of the ESF projects across Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales was 
aimed at improving the outcomes of people with, or who share one or more 
protected characteristics.3 For the 2014-2020 funding period, Structural Funds 
in Scotland are presently worth around €870 million in total, with around €420 
million for ESF.4 Future funding arrangements must, at a minimum, continue to 
support equality and human rights at the same level as current EU 
programmes.  
Our forthcoming research report on future funding for equality and human 
rights,5 which builds on the above-mentioned research carried out by Equally 
Ours, demonstrates the benefits such EU funding has delivered for equality 
and human rights in Britain. It clearly illustrates the importance of this funding 
to Scotland, particularly the Highlands and Islands, which are classed as a 
transitional region and therefore receive more funding. It stresses the need for 
future funding arrangements to, at a minimum, continue to support equality 
and human rights at the same level as current EU programmes, and the aims 
of a new fund should reflect equality and human rights as a key priority.  
Evidence from research in Wales and England, as well as our own 
forthcoming research, suggests that long-term funding is best for structural 
funds, as it allows real, sustainable change, particularly when engaging with 
those who are long-term unemployed.6 It also allows for longer-term planning 
beyond the normal time periods of domestic funding cycles.7 Longer-term 
funding should therefore be retained in any new fund to enable projects to 
engage meaningfully and effectively with individuals, allowing projects to reach 

                                            
2 Equality and Diversity Forum (2018), Shared Prosperity, Shared Rights: replacing EU funding for equality 
and human rights after Brexit, (accessed 16.04.2019). 
3 Ibid. 
4 Iain Thom (2019), SPICe Briefing: EU Structural Funds in Scotland, SPICe, (accessed 16.04.2019). 
5 EHRC (2019, forthcoming), The future of funding for equality and human rights in Britain. 
6 EDF (2018), op.cit. 
7 Local Government Association (2017), Beyond Brexit: future of funding currently sourced from the EU, 
(accessed 16.04.2019). 

http://www.edf.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/EDF-SHARED-PROSPERITY-FULL-REPORT.pdf
http://www.edf.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/EDF-SHARED-PROSPERITY-FULL-REPORT.pdf
https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2019/4/10/EU-Structural-Funds-in-Scotland/SB%2019-19.pdf
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.equalityhumanrights.com%2Fen%2Fpublication-download%2Ffuture-funding-equality-and-human-rights-britain&data=02%7C01%7Calan.hunter%40parliament.scot%7C814a3b366a41453fd1ed08d6e8d436b4%7Cd603c99ccfdd4292926800db0d0cf081%7C1%7C0%7C636952395489591544&sdata=%2BTdWCcOn67uB31CWRSBJDaZgX6CBZyfKBshERew3pzI%3D&reserved=0
https://www.local.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/2017-07_Beyond%20Brexit%20-%20LGA%20Discussion%20%28FINAL%29_0.pdf
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groups most at risk of facing long-term discrimination and unemployment and 
increasing the likelihood of building long-lasting, sustainable change. 
Funding also needs to be allocated at a local level, where knowledge of 
communities and needs is greatest and support can be targeted towards the 
key local issues.8 The operational plans for the ESF and European Regional 
Development Fund state that the programmes take a nation-wide approach 
through strategic interventions and are implemented by community-led local 
development.9 Our research found that stakeholders involved in EU funding 
see the local dimension as vital, allowing the establishment of a local focus 
and local priorities based on the knowledge and experience of the local 
communities the projects are targeted at.  
It is also vital that the establishment of ‘domestic priorities’ reflects the needs 
of the devolved nations and does not undermine the devolution agreements,10 
such as the Scottish Government’s inclusive growth priority.  
As outlined below in our response to Question 8, better collection and use of 
equalities data is needed in order to be able to measure impact.  
 
3. In terms of the proposal for a UK Shared Prosperity Fund - where 
should the responsibility for any decisions about funding levels and 
allocation be taken (for example UK Government, Scottish Government, 
Local Government or local stakeholders) and what level of autonomy 
should they have in deciding how funding is allocated?    
Our forthcoming report demonstrates the importance of funding and decisions 
being devolved to the appropriate level and the need to give proper 
consideration to devolution, localisation and targeting of funds, while 
simultaneously supporting a GB-wide strategy. Such an approach should 
enable devolved governments, including the Scottish Government, and local 
authorities to cater to the needs of national and local populations.  
Our research further highlights the need to focus particularly on stronger 
localisation and better targeting of funds, which the research suggests would 
allow smaller organisations to apply for and potentially win funding to deliver 
highly localised, targeted interventions addressing local need.  
 
4. To what extent should the current system of allocating funding to 
strategic interventions across Scotland through lead partners etc be 
retained or changed by any post-Brexit funding approach and why?  

                                            
8 Ibid.  
9 Iain Thom, op.cit. 
10 EDF, op.cit. 
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5 
 

N/A. 
 
Barriers to funding projects  
5. What barriers limit strategic intervention funds being committed to 
individual projects under the current programmes and to what extent 
should any new structural funding approach address these barriers?  
N/A. 
 
6. To what extent should any rules relating to post-Brexit structural 
funding enable a flexible approach to the range of local projects that can 
be supported or should the rules focus on funding specific outcomes or 
purposes (such as through ring fencing)?  
While our forthcoming report highlights the importance of taking a flexible 
approach to local management, it also demonstrates the importance of 
focusing on equalities and human rights outcomes and purposes. In Scotland, 
the focus on inclusive growth should entail that projects need to demonstrate 
how that inclusivity is demonstrated in action and has been achieved.  
Any potential ring fencing would need to ensure that the UK’s and Scottish 
equality and human rights infrastructure should not be undermined by any 
changes to the funds, reflect equality and human rights as a key priority and 
ensure that, at a minimum, support for equality and human rights is maintained 
at the same level as current EU programmes. 
 
7. Are there examples of current structural fund priorities being more 
effectively supported by other funds (or core funding) such that they 
should not form part of any post-Brexit structural funding approach?  
EU funding is not restricted solely to EU Structural Funds. There are a number 
of other funds that play an important role in contributing to the reduction of 
inequality in the UK. The Rights, Equality and Citizenship Fund (and DAPHNE, 
its precursor) for example, have supported domestic work on equality and 
human rights at a local and national level. Current structural fund priorities 
linked to equality and human rights should form part of the post-Brexit 
structural funding approach. Rather, the development of a new fund also 
provides an opportunity to incorporate other important objectives into post-
Brexit structural funding. There have, as yet, been no public commitments to 
replace the Rights, Equality and Citizenship Fund as part of the UK Shared 
Prosperity Fund. 
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Administration 
8. What changes to the current monitoring, evaluation and 
compliance activities would reduce administrative complexity for any 
future structural funds approach while maintaining sufficient 
transparency? 
The research from Equally Ours has found that data on the use of Structural 
Funds is often complex, lacks transparency and that it is unclear to what 
extent human rights and equality issues are incorporated or delivered.11 The 
Commission recommends that equalities data should always be sought on the 
protected characteristics of the beneficiaries of the work, and better use 
should be made of this data to measure impact, which complements the 
Scottish Government’s inclusive growth focus. This would mean that effective 
monitoring and evaluation can be carried out on the impact of projects on 
people with, or who share protected characteristics. Equality Impact 
Assessments will also be required as part of this process.  
Our forthcoming report also highlights some challenges linked to the data 
collection on equalities in relation to the current structural funds in Scotland. 
Compared to England and Wales, it was not possible to show an overview of 
project beneficiaries by protected characteristic in Scotland, as the publicly 
available data was insufficient.  
Civil society, particularly people with, or who share protected characteristics 
and representative groups, should play a role in the decision-making process 
to determine the monitoring, evaluation and compliance of any future funds. 
The monitoring, evaluation and compliance activities should ensure that clear 
equalities and human rights standards are upheld and that desired equalities 
and human rights outcomes play a central part of this process.  
Our research also highlights the need to allocate adequate time and resources 
to enable such monitoring and evaluation to take place. 
 
9. Should the system for making claims change for any future funding 
approach?  
N/A. 

                                            
11 Ibid. 
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FINANCE AND CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE  

FUNDING OF EU STRUCTURAL FUND PRIORITIES IN SCOTLAND, POST-BREXIT 

SUBMISSION BY SCOTTISH NATURAL HERITAGE 

Background 

As recognised in the current Programme for Government, Scotland’s environment is central to our 
prosperity and well-being as a nation and is “a powerful asset that can help create economic value for 
the country as a whole”.   It is important, therefore, that any future structural funds programme 
considers ways in which the environment can contribute to the country’s sustainable growth and to 
the creation of quality jobs.   

This can be done in two ways.   Firstly, it should be a cross-cutting theme throughout the 
programme.  One of the key principles of the current structural funds programme is to mainstream 
environmental sustainability.  SNH played a leading role in advising on the incorporation of this 
principle into the Partnership Agreement that oversees all European funds (see the submission for the 
current programme provided at annex 1).  A similar mainstreaming approach for the future UKSP 
Fund is essential to help achieve the UN Sustainable Development Goals that underpin the National 
Performance Framework and the Programme for Government.  SNH is well placed to advise on and 
deliver this approach.   

Secondly, the programme should include specific interventions which help to maximise the 
contribution the environment can make. SNH is currently the Lead Partner for 2 such interventions: 

Green Infrastructure Strategic Intervention – improving the quality, accessibility and quantity of 
green areas in Scotland's towns and cities; providing more and better opportunities for people to 
improve their health and wellbeing; and addressing inequality and social inclusion by creating new 
green space and improving existing community sites in deprived areas and for communities living 
close to derelict land.  This Fund is taking an innovative approach to tackling some of the endemic 
and persistent social and economic challenges of multiple deprivation.  

Natural & Cultural Heritage Strategic Intervention - supporting the development and promotion 
of the natural and cultural heritage assets of the Highlands & Islands area where these have the 
potential to create local economic and social benefits, primarily through an increase in visitor 
numbers and spend in remoter areas.   

There is strong demand for both of these Strategic Interventions.  We would hope, therefore, that 
both SIs could roll forward in some form into the new Shared Prosperity Fund.  Both demonstrate 
that a wide range of economic, social and environmental benefits can be delivered with what are 
relatively small budgets in the context of the ERDF programme overall. 

As a national organisation delivering locally, SNH is also involved in LEADER to varying degrees 
across the country according to local circumstances and priorities.   We aim to ensure knowledge 
exchange and that the role the natural heritage can play in supporting rural industries and rural skills 
is embedded in Local Action Plans.  Because the sums of money involved have been smaller, 
LEADER has been able to be applied more flexibly and to be accessible to a broader range of third 
sector organisations than structural funds have.   
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SNH Response to Questions posed by the Committee 

Core approach 

1. How should Scotland’s share of post-Brexit structural funding be determined? (for example,
should it be on measures such as GDP, needs-based, via the Barnett formula; match funding or
based on competition?)

We have no specific views on this, other than to say that we would hope that the scale of the 
available funds in Scotland would at least match those available under the current programme.  Also, 
given the lengthy preparation time required in setting up the programme and then the long-term 
nature of the outcomes that this funding is designed to achieve, it needs to be committed over a 
sufficiently long timescale (preferably a minimum of 5 years).    

2. Should the existing structural funding priorities be retained for any new funding approach post-
Brexit or are there other national or regional outcomes, strategies or plans to which future
funding should align instead?

The Scottish Government’s National Performance Framework is the key reference point when 
deciding priorities.  The current structural funding priorities fit within that framework, are broadly 
drawn and therefore capable of being adapted to align with changes in future national and regional 
outcomes.  There is value in retaining this structure, at least for the first Shared Prosperity Fund 
programme, to ensure continuity in delivering key outcomes.   

In setting priorities, the focus should be on encouraging innovation – trying new things, rather than 
continuing to fund ‘business as usual’.  We also need to be better at sharing, communicating and 
celebrating what is achieved.  If successful, approaches tested using structural funds are more likely 
to be able to attract funding from elsewhere and become mainstream.   

We would argue strongly that the role Scotland’s environment plays in underpinning our economic 
growth, improving people’s quality of life and addressing social injustice should be recognised in the 
priorities which are set.   This could be achieved by taking a broader, place-based approach to 
investment – moving from focus on single outcomes, to those, like LEADER, which provide 
multiple benefits to communities and reflect local needs. 

The programme should support the Scottish Government’s aspiration for a carbon neutral economy 
by demonstrating the role of the environment in climate change adaptation, particularly in reducing 
C02 emissions, providing an alternative multi-benefit approach to flood risk management, in 
reducing air pollution and ‘the heat island effect’ in our towns and cities etc.  

3. In terms of the proposal for a UK Shared Prosperity Fund - where should the responsibility for
any decisions about funding levels and allocation be taken (for example UK Government,
Scottish Government, Local Government or local stakeholders) and what level of autonomy
should they have in deciding how funding is allocated?

The Scottish Government should have oversight for the delivery of structural funding in Scotland, 
setting the overall priorities and processes for the programme and overseeing its delivery.  
Thereafter, the nature of individual funding priorities will determine whether they are best managed 
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at: national level, by Scottish Government or by national bodies such as ourselves; regionally, 
perhaps by Regional Economic Partnerships; or locally as currently for LEADER. 

4. To what extent should the current system of allocating funding to strategic interventions across
Scotland through lead partners etc be retained or changed by any post-Brexit funding approach
and why?

There is strength in the Lead Partner role in allowing organisations such as SNH, who have 
experience of delivery on the ground and the right networks, to play an active role in delivering the  
structural funds programme – and in so doing to take responsibility for delivery and take on some of 
the risk.  We would like to see it continue in some form.  However, it has been only a partial success 
in other respects.  It was introduced to ease the administrative burden on those delivering projects on 
the ground (with some of that work to be picked up by the Lead Partners) and similarly to reduce the 
role expected of the Managing Authority.  In practice, it has added a layer of complexity that has 
meant the burden on both Lead Partners and delivery organisations has remained high and the 
current administrative burden associated with accessing SI funds is a disincentive for community and 
voluntary organisations.  Also, the Managing Authority has been under-resourced which has meant 
that at times they have been slow to respond to Lead Partner queries and to process claims, which in 
turn has financial and reputational risks for Lead Partners.   

Barriers to funding projects 

5. What barriers limit strategic intervention funds being committed to individual projects under the
current programmes and to what extent should any new structural funding approach address
these barriers?

The key barrier of the current EU Structural Funds programme is that the administrative, financial 
and audit requirements are stringent, complex, difficult to understand and inflexible.  The funds 
therefore favour large public bodies, such as the local authorities, with previous EU funding 
experience and with the required level of admin support and expertise.   A lighter touch approach is 
required. 

We have, through our Green Infrastructure Community Engagement Fund, supported a number of 
voluntary and community organisations to access ERDF funding for projects to encourage 
communities to engage with, and make better use of, their greenspace. While the projects and 
outcomes are good, the organisations have found the administration of their project very difficult, 
and delays in processing claims both frustrating and a major cashflow risk.  The risks of accepting 
structural funds for smaller organisations are disproportionately high given the impact any claw back 
of funds could have on their long-term viability. 

It can be difficult to adequately demonstrate the requirement that ERDF funding is being sought as a 
last resort.   There can often be other potential funders in theory, but in practice their funding is not 
accessible because of their own scheme rules, or funds are closed, or timescales don’t match or they 
don’t consider projects at the scale proposed etc.  We’d suggest relaxing this requirement in any 
future scheme to make it easier for good projects to proceed.  
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Where investment is made in capital works, the burden of future maintenance and community 
engagement falls on the grantee.   This can be a major disincentive preventing good projects coming 
forward.   Allowing a greater proportion of spend to go on these elements would help guarantee the 
long-term success and legacy of the projects which are supported.     

6. To what extent should any rules relating to post-Brexit structural funding enable a flexible
approach to the range of local projects that can be supported or should the rules focus on
funding specific outcomes or purposes (such as through ring fencing)?

Our experience in administering funds has been using a Challenge Fund approach.  This has a 
number of strengths in encouraging project ideas, ensuring fair competition and that the best projects 
get funded.  However, it can be inflexible and creates a funder / grantee relationship.  A co-
production approach, identifying suitable projects and then delivering them through partnerships may 
be a better approach for local projects to allow greater flexibility of approach and better delivery of 
multiple outcomes. 

7. Are there examples of current structural fund priorities being more effectively supported by other
funds (or core funding) such that they should not form part of any post-Brexit structural funding
approach?

Given that EU structural funds are significantly more complex than other funds, it’s unlikely that 
organisations would choose to access them unless they were the only and most effective means of 
supporting the activities.  However, certainly one weakness of the current approach is the degree of 
disconnect between structural funds and other EU funding programmes (such as CAP, Interreg, 
Horizon 2020, LIFE etc) and other national economic and social funding programmes.  In 
determining priorities, it would be helpful to look across the piece at what each funding programme 
contributes or could contribute towards delivery of the agreed priorities, and whether a 
simplification, rationalisation, joining-up or re-focussing of resources would strengthen delivery and 
provide efficiency gains.   

Administration 

8. What changes to the current monitoring, evaluation and compliance activities would reduce
administrative complexity for any future structural funds approach while maintaining sufficient
transparency?

Under any future arrangement it is important that the use of public funds is carefully controlled and 
monitored to ensure that spending effectively delivers outcomes and to reduce the risk of waste or 
fraud.  We believe that those awarded funding should be prepared to commit to undertaking 
monitoring and evaluation during the delivery phase and for a reasonable period of years thereafter. 
To ensure good value for money, monitoring and evaluation should be proportionate to the funding 
level, outcome and expected beneficiary group.  This change would be welcomed by smaller 
applicant groups. 

We would also welcome ways to streamline audit scrutiny to make it less daunting for delivery 
organisations. 

9. Should the system for making claims change for any future funding approach?
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The current requirement for expenditure to be defrayed (i.e. to have left a grantee’s bank account) 
before being paid is a barrier to some organisations as it introduces significant delays between spend 
being incurred and receipt of the money.   Allowing payment of claims on receipt of invoices, as is 
the case with most other funders, would be preferable. 

Scottish Natural Heritage 
25 April 2019       
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ANNEX 1 
 
2014-2020 Structural Funds Programme 
 
The application of horizontal principles and policy objectives for the implementation of the 
ESI funds (European Structural and Investment funds). 

 
For the Draft Scottish Chapter of the Partnership Agreement 
Section 1.5.3 on Sustainable Development (with reference to Article 8 of CPR). 
 
Drafted by Claudia Rowse, SNH on behalf of the Environmental Sustainability Steering 
Group 

 
1. Sustainability is fundamental to Scottish Government’s purpose of enabling Scotland to 

flourish.  It recognises that the benefits of sustainable economic growth will be shared by all 
Scotland’s people, helping to secure a high quality environment and a sustainable legacy for 
future generations.  The Government’s updated Economic Strategy promotes economic 
growth and environmental responsibility as mutually reinforcing. 

 
2. Scotland’s Environment Web reports the state of our environment as being generally good. 

Implementation of environmental legislation including the Water Framework Directive has 
seen significant improvements in water quality.  Significant concerns remain;  these include 
localised air pollution,  diffuse pollution affecting water and soils, increases in waste, and 
loss of biodiversity. These affect human health, our wildlife and our economic welfare.  The 
funding programmes will address these issues, as well as contributing to protection of the 
water environment as set out in the Water Environment Water Services Act. 

 
3. The most significant environmental challenge is climate change.  Scotland has ambitious 

targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions under the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 
2009.   Energy efficiency in all sectors and behavioural change will be important to help 
Scotland achieve its targets, and investments across all Funds will need to address this. The 
Scottish Adaptation Programme, to be published in 2013, will set out Scottish Ministers’ 
strategic approach to climate change.  In addition to the 20% of the funds that will be 
allocated to climate change measures, all investments will take Scottish Government 
priorities of climate change into account.  Land use, including woodland and peatland 
restoration, is important for reducing emissions and building the capacity to store carbon. 

 
4. The Scottish Government is committed to the national resource efficiency strategy, 

Safeguarding Scotland’s Resources, which sets out priorities for efficient use of resources 
with reference to the environment and the economy.  Investments will address the priorities 
set out in the national resource strategy and will contribute to delivering Scotland’s Zero 
Waste Plan.  This will include using materials efficiently, avoiding waste and reusing 
products because they deliver significant benefits, both financially and environmentally.  

 
5. The Scottish Government is committed to the EU goal of halting biodiversity loss and the 

degradation of ecosystems by 2020, and seeking their restoration. Our 2020 Challenge aims 
to increase biodiversity on land and in our seas, and support healthy ecosystems, maximising 
the benefits of a diverse natural environment and the services it provides. Protected places, 
such as those identified as part of the Natura 2000 network, are key parts of healthy 
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ecosystems.  The Scottish Government target is to bring the Natura network and all other 
designated nature conservation sites into favourable condition.     

 
6. Scotland’s seas are economically productive with a wide range of human activity depending 

on them.  They are generally clean and safe. They support a diverse array of habitats and 
contain nationally and internationally important species. There are two key pressures on 
Scotland’s marine environment that are both significant and widespread – the effects of 
climate change and the impacts of fishing on marine species and habitats.  

 
7. Climate change increases certain environmental risks, most notably flooding but also linked 

to the introduction and spread of non-native species and introduced animal and plant diseases. 
Plant health controls in Scotland are based on the EU Plant Health Regime.  They control the 
import, movement and trade in plants and they include measures to control the spread of pests 
and diseases.  The Scottish Government wishes to encourage everyone to take responsibility 
for biosecurity to avoid the devastating effects of animal disease. This is vital in terms of 
controlling and eradicating any notifiable diseases, and more generally in terms of 
maximising livestock health, welfare and productivity in Scotland. 

 
8. The principles of sustainable development and resource efficiency, and the priorities set out 

above will be delivered by a dual approach across the ESI funds:  by mainstreaming 
sustainability across all projects, and through specifically funded actions within the Thematic 
Objectives.  All Programmes and projects must be able to demonstrate that the economic, 
social and environmental impact has been considered; that environmental integration 
requirements are fully realised and the opportunity to maximise positive impacts are 
explored.  Investments will be required to meet nationally recognised environmental 
benchmarks, for example, BREEAM Excellent and FSC timber. 

 
9. In line with the polluter pays principle, programmes will not make payments for complying 

with established environmental legislation or to support any action that is a cross-compliance 
requirement.  

 
10. Use of green public procurement guidance will apply across all the Funds.  Where contract 

values exceed the EU procurement threshold, the EU procurement directives will help ensure 
avoidance or reduction of environmentally harmful effects of interventions.   
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FINANCE AND CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE  

FUNDING OF EU STRUCTURAL FUND PRIORITIES IN SCOTLAND, POST-BREXIT  

SCVO response to Scottish Parliament 

03 May 2019 

Our positions 

Scottish Parliament should be the ultimate accountable body for any post-Brexit Structural 
Funds in Scotland. 
Any budget that is allocated to a UK wide fund must have a fair share allocated to Scotland. 
A population based share would be 8.4%. 
 
European Structural Funds are an important long-term source of funding for third sector 
activity in Scotland and this type of funding should be maintained. 
 
Better targeting and alignment of funding to the people and communities our sector 
supports is more important for our sector than overall amount coming to Scotland. 
 
One of the real opportunities in establishing this successor fund is the opportunity to make 
the application process more transparent, simpler, less cumbersome, less repetitive and 
more accessible to smaller organisations 
 
In Scotland, the priorities for the funds should be aligned with the National Performance 
Framework and Scottish National Outcomes, as linked to the Sustainable Development 
Goals. 

 

Our response 

Introduction 

SCVO welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Scottish Parliament Finance and 
Constitution Committee’s inquiry into the Funding of EU Structural Fund Priorities in 
Scotland, post-Brexit. 

It is not possible for SCVO to do the Committee’s inquiry justice without more clarity on the 
UK Government’s plans for their Shared Prosperity Fund. At this stage, we are still awaiting 
their long overdue consultation and there are no indications that this will be available 
anytime soon. 

This response provides SCVO’s perspective and evidence based on our experience with 
the current European Structural Funds, and our views on the kind of funding that should 
replace it. 

https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/111232.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/111232.aspx
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Our views below are based on the following: 

• A well-attended SCVO workshop in November 2018 with interested SCVO third 
sector members. 

• A well-attended SCVO webinar in February 2019 with SCVO third sector members, 
local government and Scottish Government. 

• A survey in February 2019 at the SCVO Gathering, but with limited responses. 

• Statistical analysis to date of EU funding of the third sector based on charity 
accounts and surveys. 

SCVO has captured the analysis and perspectives from all of the above openly in a public 
wiki page at https://scvo.miraheze.org/wiki/Post-Brexit_structural_funds in order to support 
collaboration and shared learning. We have drawn on this analysis to inform this response. 

SCVO is currently in the process of planning further engagement with our third sector 
members to develop these views as more information on post-Brexit funding becomes 
available. 

Our key principles 

Based on our analysis of third sector discussions to date, SCVO outlines the following 
guiding principles for post-Brexit structural funding in Scotland. 

• The Scottish Parliament must be the authority to which all replacement funds for 
Scottish post-Brexit structural funds is accountable. 

• Any budget that is allocated to a UK wide fund must have a fair share allocated 
to Scotland. A population-based share would be 8.4%. 

• Future planning and delivery of post-Brexit funds must be done transparently, 
following Open Government principles 

• In Scotland, engagement in the funds should be framed within the National 
Performance Framework as linked to the Sustainable Development Goals. 

• Third Sector, not just public sector bodies, should be allowed to be appointed as 
delivery agents for post-ESF funding. 

• In order to improve participation, any future funds need to be simple, streamlined, 
and reduce duplication of effort. 

Our statistical facts 

There is currently no systematic recording of, or public register of, the total amount of 
European funding which goes to the third sector in Scotland through the various funding 
strands, including ESF. 

https://scvo.miraheze.org/wiki/Post-Brexit_structural_funds
https://scvo.miraheze.org/wiki/Post-Brexit_structural_funds
https://www.opengovernment.org.uk/
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Our analysis of charity accounts showed that the third sector receives over £50m in direct 
EU funding each year. For instance, an estimated £54m of European funding came to the 
Scottish third sector in 2014. This figure is based on analysis of a sample of voluntary 
sector charity accounts and does not include some charities such as universities or UK-
wide charities providing services in Scotland which benefit from substantial amounts of EU 
funding. 

While EU funding makes up only a small percentage of the third sector’s overall funding, for 
those organisations that receive it, it is critical. SCVO’s Third Sector Forecast for 2017 
survey found that those organisations in receipt of EU funding were generally extremely 
concerned about post-Brexit funding, with concern in remote and rural areas particularly 
high due to the potential loss of funding such as LEADER+. While organisations reported 
that they were looking for alternative sources of funding, there was wide spread concern 
that this would be difficult and that services would suffer, and many had concerns about 
having to revert to chasing short-term funding. A number of respondents also noted that 
while they did not directly receive EU money, the loss of ESF and other EU funding would 
have an indirect impact on them and the communities they work with. 

• 134 people out of a total of 404 respondents completed the EU funding section  

• 28% of respondents (37) to the funding section said that their organisation is 
currently in receipt of EU funding.  

• LEADER was the most frequently mentioned single source of funding, followed by 
ESF.  

• 11 responding organisations gave a specific figure for the funding they were in 
receipt of, totalling £1.4million, or around £127k per organisation (in many cases 
covering multiple years).  

• Historically, EU funding has been particularly important in Scottish rural areas like 
the Highlands. Leader+ is due to invest £3billion in Scottish communities between 
2013-2020. After Cornwall and West Wales, the Highlands & Islands have most to 
lose from leaving EU. 

Our views on the Committee’s questions 

Replacing the European Structural Funds in Scotland 

The European Structural Funds are an important long-term source of funding for third 
sector activity in Scotland. We would not want to see a reduction in this type of resource for 
third sector activity in Scotland. However, at this stage we are open to the way this resource 
reaches Scotland’s third sector and the people and communities we support. This could be 
through the UK Shared Prosperity Fund, but it could also be as an allocation within the 
Scottish Budget, or some other mechanism. In all cases, the Scottish Parliament would 

https://scvo.org.uk/policy-research/evidence-library/2014-third-sector-funding-and-spending-2014
https://scvo.org.uk/policy-research/evidence-library/2017-scvo-third-sector-forecast-for-2017-eu-and-brexit-section-responses
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/06/01/mapped-where-in-the-uk-receives-most-eu-funding-and-how-does-thi/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/06/01/mapped-where-in-the-uk-receives-most-eu-funding-and-how-does-thi/
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need to be the ultimate accountable authority for this resource as per our guiding principles 
set out above. 

 

Allocation formula 

Better targeting and alignment of funding to the people and communities our sector 
supports is more important for our sector than overall amount coming to Scotland. 

However, we would expect that any budget that is allocated to a UK wide fund must 
have a fair share allocated to Scotland. A population-based share would be 8.4%. The 
UK Government indicated that they would respect devolution. 

Without a UK Shared Prosperity Fund, the Barnett formula is the default mechanism for 
allocating post-Brexit budgets to Scotland. However, it depends on how much the UK 
Government decides to allocate to departmental spending, rather than holding in reserves, 
channelling through tax cuts or creating central UK-wide funds. 

Other methods of distribution are also not without flaws. A GDP-based approach, for 
example, fails to look at the broader causes and symptoms of inequality and, in our view, is 
not the best indicator of quality of life. And a competition model could favour those with the 
capacity and expertise to produce high quality bid documents - and not necessarily those 
who would have the greatest impact. 

A version of Barnett allocations or a similar population-based model could reduce the 
amount of money coming to Scotland from any successor fund. However, alignment with 
the devolved policy will provide an opportunity to better target funding to local and individual 
need and produce improved outcomes. 

Decisions about funding levels and allocation could be taken at a variety of levels. Some 
resource at national level by Scottish Government, some local government, and some by 
communities themselves through participatory budgeting approaches. The Scottish 
Parliament should have overall oversight of all these resources in Scotland and should 
authorise the overall scheme of decision-making. It’s clear that Scottish Parliament must be 
the ultimate authority for any post-Brexit structural funds in Scotland, in order to be 
coherent with devolved policy. 

 

Delivery and administration 

One of the real opportunities in establishing this successor fund is the opportunity to make 
the application process simpler, less cumbersome, less repetitive and more accessible to 
smaller organisations – many of whom have simply chosen not to engage with the current 
ESF programme due to its complexity. 

https://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-statement/Commons/2018-07-24/HCWS927
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There is some evidence to show that the increasing complexity involved in applying for, and 
reporting on, EU funding programmes has led to a reduction in the amount of money being 
accessed by third sector organisations. In the past, SCVO has pointed to concerns from our 
members about: 

 

• The pre-allocation of significant EU funds to Strategic Delivery Bodies  

• The reduction of challenge funding availability for third sector organisations  

• The exclusion of indirect costs which would normally be included as operating costs 
in a full cost recovery claim  

• The reduction in interventions available to the third sector to combat poverty  

• The consequent reduced focus on harder to help and reach people  

• The removal of advance payment facilities  

• The withdrawal of a dedicated Technical Assistance service for the third sector.  

  

Priorities for post-Brexit funding 

In Scotland, the priorities for the funds should be aligned with the National Performance 
Framework and Scottish National Outcomes, as linked to the Sustainable Development 
Goals. This will allow for better coherence with devolved policy, but the link with the 
Sustainable Development Goals will also facilitate partnership opportunities with other parts 
of the UK and Europe, which has been a strength of the European Structural Fund model. 

Based on our current experience of the European Structural funds, we have listed some of 
the potential programmes that fit well with a Structural fund approach. 

Potential 
programmes Purpose 

Scottish 
Government 
Strategies 

Community 
capacity Fund 

Dedicated capacity building fund for third sector 
organisations and community-based initiatives 
such as care and repair, befriending, arts/sports, 
lunch clubs, mens sheds etc. 

Volunteering 
strategy 

 

Social enterprise 
strategy 
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Employability 
Fund 

Support for people contribute confidently to 
society as workers, volunteers, carers, activists, 
learners 

‘No one left 
behind’ strategy 
(2018) 

Tackling 
poverty Fund 

Tackling health inequalities (incl. mental health), 
digital participation, gender equality, support for 
marginalised and vulnerable people 

Fair work 
convention 

Fairer Scotland 

Rural 
development 
Fund 

Diversification, rural community service 
development (including village halls), tackling 
isolation 

Land use 
strategy 

Industrial 
readiness fund 

Preparing for the “4th Industrial revolution”, with a 
focus on re-skilling for greater automation and 
low-carbon economy, infrastructure, and digital 
services. 

Just transition 
(2018) 

 

Conclusion 

Whatever our views on Brexit, it is clear that it has provided an opportunity to rethink how 
Structural funding can be organised in order to produce the best possible results for 
Scotland. The National Performance Framework, now linked to the Sustainable 
Development Goals, provides an excellent starting point for setting priorities, and the 
openness available through Scottish Parliament oversight is the best way to a more 
accountable and transparent system, one that is not mired in bureaucracy. 

Clearly, before any of this, the Scottish Parliament needs to encourage the Scottish 
Government to do everything it can to ensure a fair replacement for European Structural 
Funds in Scotland, and that they are free of any restrictions from the UK Government. This 
may involve a fair share from a UK Shared Prosperity Fund and a reservation of resource 
from Scotland’s Budget as required. 

SCVO will continue to assess the opportunities and impact of post-Brexit successor funding 
on the third sector and the people and communities it supports as more information 
becomes available. 

 

About us 

https://scvo.miraheze.org/wiki/Rethinking_employability
https://scvo.miraheze.org/wiki/Rethinking_employability
https://scvo.miraheze.org/wiki/Rethinking_automation
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The Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO) is the national body representing 
the third sector. Supporting 45,000 third sector organisations, 2,000+ members, 100,000+ 
staff, £1m volunteers. View the latest sector stats 

SCVO’s policy works to ensure that the needs and concerns of the third sector in 
Scotland are represented in the Scottish, United Kingdom and European 
Parliaments. 

By acting as an authoritative and trusted voice for the sector, SCVO’s policy and research 
output is delivered through a strong evidence base and an engaged membership. 

Further details about SCVO’s policy and research can be found at 
https://scvo.org.uk/policy-research 

 

Contact 

Ruchir Shah, Head of Policy 

Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations, 

Mansfield Traquair Centre, 15 Mansfield Place, Edinburgh EH3 6BB. 

Email: policy@scvo.org.uk / Tel: 0131 474 8000 / Web: www.scvo.org.uk 

 

 

 

 

https://scvo.org.uk/projects-campaigns/i-love-charity/sector-stats
https://scvo.org.uk/policy-research
mailto:policy@scvo.org.uk
http://www.scvo.org.uk/
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Finance and Constitution Committee 

14th Meeting, 2019 (Session 5), Wednesday 12 June 2019 

Additional Dwelling Supplement  

Introduction 
 
1. At its meeting on 8 May 2019, the Committee agreed to undertake some work 
on the Additional Dwelling Supplement and this paper provides some context for the 
Committee’s evidence session with the Minister for Public Finance and Digital 
Economy. 
 
Background 
 
2. Since the introduction of LBTT in 2013, the Scottish Government has 
introduced both primary and secondary legislation with the purpose of amending the 
parent Act.  

 
Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Amendment) (Scotland) Act 2016. 

3. The Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Scotland) Act 2013 was amended 
by the Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Amendment) (Scotland) Act 2016. The 
2016 Act introduced a 3% surcharge on the purchase of additional properties for 
£40,000 or more (the “Additional Dwelling Supplement” (ADS)) from 1 April 2016.  
 
4. One of the policy objectives of the 2016 Act was that married couples, those 
in a civil partnership and cohabitants (those living as if a married couple) are treated 
for the purposes of ADS as one economic unit in order to address the risk of 
properties being moved between individuals for the purposes of tax avoidance. 
 
5.  The intention was that the ADS could be reclaimed when purchasing a main 
residence where the sale of the former main residence took place within 18 months. 
However, the legislation required the additional amount to be chargeable if spouses, 
civil partners or co-habitants were jointly buying a home to replace a home that was 
owned by only one of them. As a result, the relief could not be claimed in this 
scenario as only one name appeared on the title deeds. 
 
6. This meant that “the couple is being treated as one economic unit when 
determining if the ADS applies, but not when it comes to determining whether ADS 
should be repaid.” 1In June 2017, the Scottish Government sought to address this 
anomaly via secondary legislation.  
 
The Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Additional Amount-Second Homes Main 
Residence Relief) (Scotland) Order 2017   

7. The Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Additional Amount-Second Homes 
Main Residence Relief) (Scotland) Order 2017  amended the 2013 Act to provide 

                                            
1
 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/sdsi/2017/9780111035818/pdfs/sdsipn_9780111035818_en.pdf 
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relief from the ADS for all qualifying future transactions and those transactions where 
buyers entered into the contract on or after 20 May 2017, and the effective date of 
the transaction was on or after 30 June 2017.  

 

The Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Relief from Additional Amount) (Scotland) 
Bill 
 
8. The Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Relief from Additional Amount) 
(Scotland) Bill was introduced by the Scottish Government on 13 November 2017 
and its purpose was to give retrospective effect to the amendments made by the 
Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Additional Amount-Second Homes Main 
Residence Relief) (Scotland) Order 2017. 
 
9. The Committee issued a call for views on the Bill and took evidence from the 
then Cabinet Secretary for Finance and the Constitution at its meeting on 7 February 
2018. In its Stage 1 report2, the Committee supported the general principles of the 
Bill and also raised a number of issues which were outwith scope of the Bill but 
raised during its scrutiny concerning unintended consequences of tax legislation.  

 
Recent changes to LBTT legislation 
 
10. In its Budget 2019-20, the Scottish Government proposed the following 
changes to the Land and Buildings Transaction Tax— 
 

 To reduce the lower rate of non-residential LBTT from 3% to 1%;  

 To increase the upper rate of non-residential LBTT from 4.5% to 5%; 

 To reduce the starting threshold of the upper rate of non-residential LBTT 
from £350,000 to £250,000; and 

 To increase the ADS rate from three to four percent (payable on purchases of 
second residential dwellings over £40,000). 

 
11. The Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Tax Rates and Tax Bands Etc) 
(Scotland) Amendment Order 2018 (“the Order”) was laid on 13 December 2018 to 
implement these policy changes.  
 
12. The Committee issued a call for views on the Order and took evidence on it 
from the Minister for Public Finance and Digital Economy, at its meeting on 16 
January 2019. The Committee recommended in its report3 that the Order be 
approved. 
 
ADS evidence  
 
                                            
2
 https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/FCC/2018/2/22/Stage-1-Report-on-the-Land-

and-Buildings-Transaction-Tax--Relief-from-Additional-Amount---Scotland--Bill/FCCS052018R3.pdf 

3
 https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/FCC/2019/1/21/Subordinate-Legislation--The-

Land-and-Buildings-Transaction-Tax--Tax-Rates-and-Tax-Bands-Etc---Scotland--Amendment-Order-
2018/FCCS052019R1.pdf 
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13. At its meeting on 29 May, the Committee held a roundtable evidence session 
on the following themes: 
 

 How has ADS been operating in practice? 

 What unintended consequences have arisen with the introduction of 
ADS and why?  

 What changes are needed, whether legislative or otherwise, to address 
these unintended consequences?  

 What has been the impact of ADS on Scotland’s housing market? 
 
14. The transcript for that meeting and written evidence received can be found on 

the website. 4 
 
Next steps  
 
15. Following the evidence session with the Minister, the Committee will 
incorporate its work on ADS in its pre -budget scrutiny in the autumn.  

 
Committee Clerks, 

June 2019 
 

                                            
4
 https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/101355.aspx 
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